A modern approach to milling…
at English Woodlands Timber

English Woodlands Timber Ltd, which sits on top of the
South Downs in the village of Cocking, near Midhurst,
West Sussex, responded to changing market conditions
by adopting a flexible approach to sourcing sawlogs,
and by moving away from its traditional, on-site
timber processing operation.
Taking a minimum of a hundred
years to provide the forester and
sawmill with quality timber, English
oak is the epitome of the long-term
nature of hardwood timber production. Despite the timeless aura pervading English oak woodland, a lot
can happen in a hundred years –
indeed, even in a decade.
Acute oak decline (AOD) and pinhole borer are two examples of
recent game-changing events
affecting the future supply and
quality of English oak. Away from
the forest floor, stricter strength
specifications for oak timber being
used in construction, increasingly
demanded by architects and builders, impact on speciality oak sawmilling operations. They find it
increasingly hard to satisfy demand
using home-grown oak, and are
forced to look to countries such as
France, Belgium and Croatia to
meet requirements.
Last but not least, the tightening

economics of timber processing
have forced more than one sawmill
to rethink the size and extent of its
operations.
Adjustment to a constantly
changing situation is the secret to
sustainable success. There is comparatively little the forester can do
to turn around oak woodlands once
they have become established, to
meet new demands, but the option
of change is still there for wood
processors as long as they are willing to take the ‘leap of faith’.

Woods at war
The original facility at Cocking was
established by the Canadian Army
during the Second World War to
cut beech logs for Lee Enfield rifle
butts. Post-war, a sawmill was
installed from Germany as part of
war reparations. It continued to cut
beech (90 per cent) from the large
Fagus sylvatica resources traditionally covering the South Downs, and
some English elm, to supply waney-

edge boards to the furniture industry around High Wycombe in
Buckinghamshire.
Then called ‘Sussex Resaw Co
Ltd’, the company was taken over
in 1983 by English Woodlands Ltd,
a forestry management company
supplying Sussex Resaw with round
timber. The new company was
renamed English Woodlands Timber
Ltd (EWT).
Three years later, one of the
directors bought out the business,
just at the right time. A year after
that, the 1987 hurricane struck and
southern England was suddenly
awash with huge volumes of immediately harvestable timber. EWT
promptly replaced its now ageing
milling machinery. The German mill
gave way to a Stenner VB60 with
moving carriage, and operations
diversified into oak as customers for
beech started to fade away.
“The focus on wood milled here
was always ‘through and through’
for the production of joinery grade
timber,” said Tom Compton, managing director at EWT. Twenty years
on, the company had reached several significant milestones and a
period of potential transition.
By this time the sawmilling
equipment again needed an
upgrade. The chief sawyer, who
retired in 2010, was replaced by a
part-time sawyer until 2012, and
over this period the company was
seriously weighing up its options for
both the sourcing and sawing of
oak timber.

Looking outside for
supplies and sawing

Tom Compton with sticked oak boules stacked in the yard at Cocking.
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EWT had started to source French
grown oak sawn on site in France as
early as 1986 in a move made all
the more easy by their French connections through one of the directors. George Marchand was half
French with strong connections to
the Normandy timber trade. “Oak
beam was now being cut to order
in France from French grown oak
and delivered to Cocking in very
short time, and eventually all of our
‘structural’ oak timber would be
sourced in this way from France,”
said Tom Compton, adding that
EWT was one of the first English
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companies to establish this kind of
relationship with French sawyers.
EWT still wanted to supply its
customers with locally grown
English oak, common ash, sweet
chestnut and also elm, although the
latter had long been sourced from
Northern England and Scotland.
However, the company continued
to experience problems with ready
availability of home-grown roundwood. By the end of the 1990s
most of that made available by the
1987 hurricane had been dealt
with. The volume available from
local sources was dwindling fast as
landowners viewed anything left
standing as a very valuable timber
and environmental resource which
they wanted to conserve.
“We were acutely aware of
increasing consumer desire for
locally sourced material, so we still
wanted to find good, home-grown
timber sourced from as near to our
South Downs facility as possible,
but, given the reduced volumes
now required, since all structural
oak timber was supplied ‘customcut’ from France, together with
ongoing diversification into a wider
variety of timber species and log
profiles, the company’s ability to
maintain its traditional commitment
to in-house sawmilling looked
increasingly uncertain.”
With an ageing cutting kit
urgently requiring an upgrade, and
a retiring chief sawyer, on top of
the need for investment in equipment for the efficient movement of
logs and cut timber around the
yard, plus an equally high investment required in skills for sawing,
blade sharpening and tensioning,
logistics and planning, the writing
was on the wall for the required
£250,000 investment in sawing and
associated activities.

Strategic decisions and
shifting investments
“So we made a strategic decision
not to saw logs on site, and to shift
the capital investment away from
primary processing and into valueadding machinery. We were fortunate to strike up a relationship with
Steve Blackwell, owner of Helmdon
Sawmill near Brackley in
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Every board has its own ID number.
Northamptonshire, who had
already resolved similar struggles at
other sawmills. He had made his
own strategic decision (complementary to EWT) to set Helmdon
Sawmill up as a contract sawing
business,” said Tom Compton.
Steve Blackwell simply wanted to
invest in a ‘cutting business model’
and thus divest his company of all
the other paraphernalia involved in
timber processing. “This suited us
down to the ground,” said Tom,
adding that the business relationship with Helmdon Sawmill enabled
EWT to take out Cocking’s bandmill
in 2012 and shift investment into
machinery that would add value to
sawn timber. This included:
s !N ENHANCED INFRASTRUCTURE
which converted the sawing
shed into a modern machinery
shop (£40k)
s ! 7EINIG  HEAD MOULDER aK
s ! $ALTONS 7ADKIN PLANER THICKnesser to plane 800mm wide
boards (£12k)
s ! BRIQUETTE MACHINE FOR COMpressing wood shavings, and a
new dust extraction unit (£34k)
s &ORKLIFT UPGRADE aK
s *OULIN TIMBER LIFTING EQUIPMENT
(£7k)
s 3OLAR PANELS TO REDUCE ENERGY
costs (£77k)
Extra vital and significant investment was made in IT including:
s ! NEW WEBSITE ENABLING CLOSE CLIent engagement via Twitter/
Facebook, and, more significantly, a stock search tool
s ! STOCK DATABASE AND LAYERED
search tool providing an easy
and accurate facility for customers to find exactly what they
want
s !N %74 E3HOP DEVELOPMENT AND
online marketing together with
participation in the Timber Expo,
Ecobuild and on-site events.
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Still sourcing locally
Not everything went out with the
mill. EWT kept their Wadkin
straight-line edger, SCM planerthicknesser and crosscut saw facility.
Overall, the changes are clearly a
major turnaround for EWT, but as
Tom Compton said, “We have only
taken out one single activity – our
previous primary log sawing capacity – which is now outsourced.
“We still source logs from privately owned forests and woodland
– the quality of hardwood on the
FC estate is limited,” said Tom.
“The trade knows we are purchasers of high quality hardwood timber and many private estates actually approach EWT with parcels of
standing timber. We go out and
assess for ourselves the volume and
grade on offer.”
I asked Tom whether they experienced any problems with oak pinhole borer. “We don’t like to buy
old trees and our site here on the
South Downs is well sanitised by
strong prevailing winds which
reduce the risk of this particular
problem.”
I also enquired about the things
he looked for when appraising
stands of English oak. “Absence of
shake is critical,” said Tom. “We
look for even colour, tight growth
rings and a straight grain as well as
an indication of whether the oak
will cut hard or soft, which essentially comes down to texture. All
these factors are mainly governed
by soil type, structure and fertility
and consistent estate management.
As a company we have informed
knowledge of how locally grown
oak logs will cut and respond to
drying from our 40 years’ experience of assessing, sourcing, felling and processing timber from
this region of southern England.”
I also asked Tom about the
composition of local stands with
regard to pedunculate (Quercus

robur) and sessile (Q. petraea) oak.
“That is difficult to quantify,” said
Tom, “mainly due to the high
frequency of hybridisation over the
centuries. That said, pure petraea is
more upright in growth form, with
a tighter grain. After sawing it is
hard to distinguish between the
pure forms, although robur tends to
have broader growth rings. Robur
has a more open-grown crown and
therefore grows more quickly. As
regards our French imports, I can
safely say there is much more
petraea,” said Tom.
“We are always looking for specialist, interesting timbers, including
‘pippy’ and ‘burry’ oak, olive and
ripple ash, sycamore for whiteness
and ripple effect, while the absence
of shake is key to our selection of
sweet chestnut,” added Tom
Compton. Brown oak, caused by
the ‘beefsteak’ Basidiomycete bracket fungus, and spalted beech, similarly caused by other Basidiomycete
fungi, are also of interest.
“We do fell ourselves, but now
mostly buy at roadside, and on
average will purchase around
15,000 Hoppus feet of round timber per annum,” said Tom. 27.736
Hoppus feet (named after an
Austrian forester) is equivalent to
one cubic metre. Of this, 70 per
cent is oak with most of the
remainder – common ash, sweet
chestnut and elm – going direct to
Helmdon Sawmill.

‘Cut and dried’ at
Helmdon and Cocking
“Before dispatch, or when it arrives
at Helmdon, every log is assessed
for the best thickness at which to
cut and the type of milling
required. Most will be cut ‘through
and through’, although some large
dimension, high quality logs will be
quarter sawn. Once the log has
been cut, it is reformed back
into its original round log
shape as a ‘boule’ for transport to Cocking,” Tom said.
On arrival at
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Cocking, boules are sticked to
reduce moisture content to 25 per
cent. “We can then put the boards
into the kiln and take them down
to the required 12 per cent.”
The kiln-dried timber is now
ready for sale for use in the joinery
market or for bespoke furniture
manufacture. “Much of our product
is sold as kiln dried boards, but we
also provide a cutting and planing
or machining service,” said Tom.
To assist customers in finding
exactly what they want, each board
has its own unique ID number so
that they can use EWT’s online
search tool to check the availability,
range and specification of timber.
EWT has recently taken steps to
market the company and its products. “As the trade in home-grown
and home-processed timber
becomes increasingly specialised,
customers are forced to look much
further afield to get exactly what
they want. In an increasingly
diverse and specialised marketplace
it is vital for us to offer customers as
bespoke a service as possible,” Tom
Compton said.
Tom reminded me of the huge
undercapacity in UK milling and
drying to cope with home-grown
hardwood, and highlighted ongoing problems with common ash. “If
the 80 million timber-quality ash
trees have to come down over the
next five years, most will have to be
exported or otherwise end up as
firewood. There are huge amounts
of timber-quality beech now coming forward, but there is no market
for good beech in this country and
most is felled for firewood,” said
Tom.

Walkabout on EWT’s
Cocking site
We took a stroll around the yard at
Cocking and saw sticked oak boules

Peter Hall selecting an
order of square-edged
oak earmarked for
internal joinery work.
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drying naturally in the gentle
breeze blowing across the sunny
South Downs on what was a fine
day in May. “We have been able to
adopt a very traditional and natural
drying process,” said Tom, ”helped
by ‘sitting’ on top of the South
Downs and benefitting from the
strong prevailing winds that refresh
the hilly landscape.”
Inside the store we met Peter Hall,
in charge of dried timber selection
and customer liaison. He was fulfilling an order for square-edged oak,
air-dried for 18 months, followed
by kiln-drying. “This particular
order is going for internal joinery
(windows and doors),” said Peter.
Machine shop manager Philip
Matthews was working the Weinig
moulder with sapele, an attractive,
reddish-brown to purple-brown
tropical hardwood that darkens
with age. One of EWT’s long-standing clients was loading up with an
order for sapele. “EWT stocks sapele
for painted applications and we
need to offer this tropical timber as
it is used for windows and painted
sections,” Tom said.
David Stephenson and Adam
Gower, from Sussex Hardwood
Workshops, said the consignment
was going to make box-sash windows. Tom explained how the

sapele timber was sourced by
Danzer, a German company with
concessions in the Congo, who supply EWT from TLTV-certified stock.

Balancing a see-saw
operation
Back in the office, Tom Compton,
now joined by fellow director Ian
McNally, summed up the new situation at EWT.
“We remain strongly committed
to sourcing, milling, drying and
presenting beautiful English hardwood,” said Ian McNally. “The fact
that we no longer carry out primary
cutting on site should be viewed in
relation to the whole operation,”
said Tom Compton, adding how
primary cutting is such a small,
transitory phase of the entire process with wood on site for three to
five years. “In this context, a
30-second sawing is essentially
‘small beer’ and where it actually
takes place is largely irrelevant,”
said Ian McNally, adding how the
key thing is how it is carried out,
and not where.
“However, we still recognise sawing as a highly specialised process,”
he added.
“Of course, sawing still takes
place, but no longer on our site. We
have taken what is by any yardstick
a considerable investment and

applied it to the value end of the
timber process,” said Tom
Compton. “We have simply shifted
the investment higher up the chain
and outsourced our primary sawing
practice to financially balance this
shift in investment,” said Ian
McNally, adding how it is important
to remember that UK hardwood
suffers from under-investment right
along the line.
EWT’s move to an integrated package of sourcing and sawing of
structural oak timber in France is
sensible and pragmatic.
The UK may well be awash with
home-grown beech and, more
recently, common ash, but continued supply of this native jewel in
the forest canopy crown is a lot
more complicated, and requires a
more flexible approach. Specialist
oak sawyers are challenged by not
being able to buy consistent grades
and quantities of UK-sourced oak
roundwood.
Additionally, there is the spectre
of acute oak decline spreading rapidly from East Anglia and Kent/East
Sussex, now frequently reported as
far west as Herefordshire,
Gloucestershire and the Welsh
Marches. There is clearly a lot of
good oak in many areas of the UK
including Northumberland and

Philip Matthews working sapele on
the Weinig moulder.
Scotland essentially untouched by
AOD, but if you are sitting in southern England, it is easier, quicker and
cheaper to source oak requirements
from France and Belgium.
In the broader scheme of things,
the same goes for EWT’s strategic
decision to outsource its sawing
capacity to Helmdon Mill. Sawing is
a highly skilled and specialised part
of wood processing and we need to
preserve the UK’s capability and
capacity, even if it means sawing at
far fewer sites.
Dr Terry Mabbett

* A wide infeed to handle very twisted wood
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